Abstract-We consider a huge hierarchical sensor network consisting of millions of sensors arranged in clusters for scalability and cost-performance. We address the problem of how a centralized gateway can estimate the number of sensors affected by a certain event. We propose a scheme for solving this problem in the most efficient way in terms of communication cost, and a complete mathematical analysis of the estimation error. We show that the error of the new scheme is very small even if the number of sensors experiencing an event is several million.
I. INTRODUCTION
In sensor networks, sensors probe the surrounding environment and generate reports of the collected readings. Using wireless communication, these reports are sent to a control center, usually through a gateway deployed in the physical proximity of the sensors [1] . Although one possible approach for designing a sensor application is to deploy homogeneous sensors and program each one to perform all possible application tasks, this yields a flat, non-scalable network of homogeneous nodes. An alternative, multi-tier approach is to use heterogeneous elements. In this approach, resource-constrained, low-power elements are in charge of performing the simple tasks, such as detecting scalar physical measurements, while stronger devices, called gateways, perform complex tasks such as routing and resource management [2] . A large-scale costeffective sensor network that consists of millions of nodes can be realized only by means of a multi-tier wireless network, where every tier employs a different wireless technology. Such an architecture allows the sensors to be controlled and alarms received quickly and reliably.
As an example, consider a 4-tier, large-scale sensor network. The bottom tier of such a network consists of millions of sensors deployed throughout a country or a continent and divided into areas. WiFi technology is used to give each sensor direct wireless connectivity with an area gateway. There are thousands of such gateways, divided into regions that are controlled by regional gateways. The area gateways can communicate with their regional gateways using WiMax.
• The sensors do not need to participate in a routing protocol, which would require them to expend a lot of energy because of the network size [4] .
• The routing of a message from a sensor to the root gateway is fast, reliable, and simple. In the 4-tier model considered above, the messages go through three broadcast domains: from a sensor to an area gateway, then to a regional gateway, and finally to the root gateway. If the various gateways are connected to a permanent power supply, they do not need to switch their communication module on and off. Hence, it takes less than a second for a message to reach the root gateway [5] .
• This is probably the only architecture that can be used for a huge sensor network consisting of millions of devices and covering a gigantic area [6] , without being restricted by topography, weather, and other constraints.
This paper addresses one of the most important problems in such a multi-tier, gigantic sensor network: collecting important real-time information from the sensors in a scalable way while preventing feedback implosion. In many sensor network applications, the root gateway needs to know not only about the occurrence of specific events, but also about their scale. For instance, the gateway is likely to be interested not only in the detection of a sudden temperature increase by the sensors, but also in the number of sensors experiencing this event. Having every sensor notify the gateway would result in feedback implosion due to the huge number of sensors. The scheme proposed in this paper informs the root gateway of the number of sensors experiencing a given event without requiring each of them to send its own notification message.
The main idea behind the proposed scheme is that only a small fraction of the sensors notify their area gateways, which then forward only some of these notification messages to the upper-level gateways. Thus, only a few messages (less than 10) arrive at the root gateway, which then processes them with our estimation algorithm and gets a precise estimate of the number of sensors experiencing the event. We show that the error of the new scheme is very small even if the number of nodes experiencing an event is several million. Moreover, we show that the communication cost of the proposed scheme is the minimum one could achieve, because each gateway needs to send only 2 messages.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present related work. In Section III we describe an existing scheme and extend it for a hierarchical sensor network. In Section IV we present a new scheme, analyze it, and show that it can reduce the communication cost by a factor of 10. In Section V we present simulation results and in Section VI we conclude the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we present works related to the considered sensor network architecture and works related to real-time estimation schemes.
Many papers develop and study routing problems for hierarchical sensor networks. One of the two most common approaches is to designate some of the sensors as cluster heads, through which messages from the rest of the sensors will be routed to a central gateway. LEACH [7] selects these cluster heads randomly and periodically rotates this role. PEGASIS [8] builds paths from the sensors to the central gateway, as routing is done in flat sensor networks [9] .
The multi-tier approach considered in this paper is different, and is more suitable for very large scale sensor networks. Here we assume that strong gateways, which are connected to a continuous power source, are located in advance in the same way that cellular base-stations are located in a cellular network. In [10] , the authors provide a time synchronization algorithm for such networks. In [11] , the authors employ a hierarchical sensor network for a video over IP application. In this application, home sensors detect user presence and send report messages via intermediate access points to an area head end. The latter is in charge of starting, halting, and prioritizing streaming information originating at every camera.
Habitat monitoring can also take advantage of hierarchical sensor networks. In [12] , the authors spread sensors on Great Duck Island that measure environmental characteristics such as temperature, pressure and humidity. The authors of [13] extend this idea and provide fault tolerance and distributed storage in their sensor network.
In [14] the authors address the problem of gateway positioning in a hierarchical sensor network in order to increase sensor lifetime. A 3-tier hierarchical sensor network built using offthe-shelf hardware and software is presented in [15] . A model for hierarchical in-network aggregation in sensor networks is presented in [16] .
A common criterion for a sensor to send its measurement is the fulfillment of a certain condition or event regarding the measured attribute. For example, sensors measuring temperature in some geographical region may send messages to a central gateway once the temperature exceeds a given threshold. These messages may be synchronous or asynchronous. In the asynchronous model [17] , [18] , whenever a certain condition or event takes place, a sensor sends a message. In the synchronous model [19] , the central gateway or cluster head periodically polls the sensors, and those experiencing the event send a reply.
While receiving messages from all the sensors experiencing a given event may be useful in certain circumstances, it may result in feedback implosion if a large group of sensors send their messages simultaneously. One solution to this problem is data aggregation and directed diffusion [20] , in which sensors or intermediate gateways merge received messages and send the combined message to the central gateway. Our paper addresses this problem in a different way, by asking the reporting sensors to wait a random time before sending their messages, and by allowing only the first sensors to send their reports. Using an estimation scheme like the one proposed in [21] for a flat wireless network, a gateway can estimate the actual number of sensors experiencing the considered event in its region. We elaborate on this scheme in Section III.
Other estimation schemes were optimized for different application scenarios. In [22] , [23] the authors estimate the number of receivers in a multicast group. To avoid feedback implosion, not all the receivers send a message to the sender. Rather, each one sends a message with a predefined probability p. The sender uses p and other parameters to estimate the number of receivers.
A timer based scheme for estimating the number of hosts contending for access to a shared ALOHA channel is given in [24] . The scheme is derived from the probability p f |s of a successful access during the first transmission given a successful delivery of the packet. To this end, each contending host indicates in every transmitted packet whether this packet is being transmitted for the first time, or whether it has already experienced a collision.
III. A HIERARCHICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF NATO!
In [21] , the authors propose a scheme called NATO! for estimating the number of affected nodes in a 1-tier (flat) network. In this section we summarize this scheme and then show how it can be extended for a multi-tier network.
The scheme is optimized for a flat network where a gateway is able to broadcast a message to all the nodes, and the delays between the nodes and the gateway are equal. According to this scheme, the gateway broadcasts a START(t 0 ) message indicating that after time t 0 it wishes to receive RPRT messages from a subset of the affected nodes. The affected nodes are those that experience the considered event. Every affected node chooses a random timer in the range [t 0 , t 0 + T ], using a known probability distribution function F , and if when the timer expires, the other affected nodes have sent fewer than N RPRTs to the gateway, the considered node should send a RPRT.
As a result of this scheme, the gateway receives N RPRTs during [t 0 , t 0 + T ]. It then executes the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1: (the algorithm developed in [21] for the root gateway to estimate the number r of affected nodes from the first N RPRTs) A) Receive the first N RPRT messages at times
Using the Newton-Raphson method, find the greatest root r of the following equation:
C) The estimated number of affected nodes is r · N−1 N . It is shown in [21] that in a flat network (one broadcast domain) with thousands of affected nodes this algorithm yields an estimation error of 1%.
We now modify this scheme to fit a hierarchical sensor network. We consider a logical tree structure with L levels of gateways. The root is referred to as a Level-L gateway and it has direct wireless connectivity with multiple Level-(L − 1) gateways. The latter have direct wireless connectivity with Level-(L − 2) gateways, and so on. At the bottom level, each Level-1 gateway has direct wireless connectivity with the sensors. Figure 1 shows an example for L = 2. Some of the sensors experience an event. Recall that these sensors are also referred to as "affected nodes." Scheme 1, presented below, implements NATO! hierarchically. The main idea behind this scheme is that a Level-i gateway relays towards the root the first N RPRTs it receives from its Level-(i − 1) gateways.
Scheme 1: (using NATO! hierarchically) A)
The root gateway broadcasts a START(t 0 ) message, where t 0 is the time after which RPRT messages can be sent from the affected nodes to the Level-1 gateways. B)
At time t 0 , each affected node v performs the following steps: B1) It chooses a random time t in the range [t 0 , t 0 + T ], using a known probability distribution function F . B2) If the number of RPRTs sent before t by the other affected nodes to the gateway of v is smaller than N, v sends a RPRT to this gateway. Otherwise, it does not send a RPRT. C)
For every level i: By time t 0 + i · T , every Leveli gateway has the N times x 1 , . . . , x N associated with the first N RPRTs it has received from its downstream gateways (if i > 1) or affected nodes (if i = 1). For every j from 1 to N, if the number of RPRTs sent to its parent Level-(i+1) gateway before t 0 +i·T +x j is smaller than N , the considered Leveli gateway should send to its parent gateway a RPRT at time t 0 + i · T + x j . In Scheme 1, by time t 0 + nT , the root gateway knows the transmission time of the first N RPRTs sent by the affected nodes and it can run Algorithm 1 to estimate the number of affected nodes.
Scheme 1 requires each Level-i gateway to receive N RPRTs. This is in addition to 2 control messages, START and STOP, sent by each gateway. Thus, the communication cost of the scheme is equal to |G|(N + 2), where |G| is the total number of gateways. Because we do not make any assumption regarding the distribution of affected nodes in the network, any estimation scheme must involve all the gateways. Moreover, in every scheme every gateway must receive a message when the scheme is initiated by the root and send a message after it acquires data. Hence, we believe that the minimum number of messages requires by any scheme is 3|G| + C, where C is a constant that does not depend on the network structure. In the next section we present a new scheme that achieves this lower bound.
IV. THE H-NATO! SCHEME AND ITS ANALYSIS

A. The New Scheme
In this section we propose an alternative scheme that significantly reduces the communication cost without affecting the precision. The main idea behind this scheme is as follows. The root gateway needs to get the N smallest reporting times of the network nodes. However, this requirement should not necessarily be translated into the requirement that every Leveli gateway will get the N smallest reporting times of affected nodes in its subtree. If the number of Level-i gateways is much larger than N , there is a very small probability that several RPRTs of affected nodes from the subtree of the same Level-i gateway will fall into the list of the N smallest RPRT transmission times to be received by the Level-(i + 1) gateway. Therefore, it might be sufficient for every Level-i gateway, where 1 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, to get only the N i < N smallest reporting times in its subtree. In such a case, the communication cost of the scheme is N + P L−1 i=1 N i ·B i , where B i is the number of Level-i gateways.
This idea is translated into the following scheme:
The root gateway broadcasts a START(t 0 ) message, where t 0 is the time after which RPRT messages can be sent from the affected nodes to their Level-1 gateways. B)
At time t 0 , each affected node v performs the following steps:
B1) It chooses a random time t in the range [t 0 , t 0 + T ], using a known probability distribution function F . 
The root gateway uses the N RPRTs it receives as input to Algorithm 2, to be described later, in order to estimate the number of affected nodes.
Implementation Notes:
1) In both Scheme 1 and Scheme 2, it was assumed that all gateways and sensors are synchronized to a common clock or that all gateways and sensors of the same level receive the START message at the same time. Such an assumption can be easily realized in the considered wireless networks (WiFi, WiMax, satellite, etc.). However, H-NATO! can also be executed in a system where there is no common clock and there is a variable delay between a gateway and its downstream gateways or sensors, provided that each gateway knows the delay D j to/from every downstream gateway or sensor j, and that j knows the delay to its parent gateway. In such a system the following adjustment should be used. Let D j be the delay from a Level-i gateway to node j, and let D = max j (D j ) be the maximum delay. The Level-i gateway adds the value of D to the START message it broadcasts, and each node j should wait a time period of D − D j before running Scheme 2. 2) RPRT messages are subject to loss due to collisions on a contention channel or to transmission errors. To address this problem, we enhance Scheme 2 with the following reliability mechanism. Upon receiving a RPRT, a Leveli gateway sends a confirmation to the sender. A RPRT sender that does not receive a confirmation within a In what follows we concentrate on the case where
In such a case this scheme reduces the communication cost of Scheme 1 by a factor of N . Moreover, the communication cost for the new scheme with N i = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ L − 1 is probably the best one may achieve, because in such a case every gateway is required to send approximately two messages, i.e., a START and a STOP.
We are now looking for an estimation algorithm to be used by the root gateway in step (D) of Scheme 2. With , where r estimated is the estimated number of affected nodes, and r real is the real number. For this graph we simulated a network with two levels of gateways: 1 root and 100 Level-1 gateways. Each Level-1 gateway has a random number of affected nodes, uniformly distributed in the range [1, 1000] . We can see that the error is significant, and that it does not converge to 0 when N increases. There are two reasons for this error. First, each Level-1 gateway may have a different number of affected nodes. Thus, the transmission times of the RPRTs sent by these gateways to the root are not from the same distributions. Algorithm 1, however, requires that all affected nodes use the same (known) distribution when deciding the transmission time of their RPRT message [21] . Second, the N RPRTs received by the root are not guaranteed to be those with the earliest transmission time. For example, if an affected node of the first Level-1 gateway sends the first RPRT and another affected node of the same gateway sends the next RPRT, this second RPRT is not forwarded by the Level-1 gateway to the root. Consequently, the input to the algorithm is not accurate.
B. A New Estimation Algorithm
We now develop a new estimation algorithm to be executed by the root in Scheme 2. We assume that the root knows the number B of Level-(L − 1) gateways, the number N of RPRTs it receives, and the times these RPRTs were sent by the affected nodes. The algorithm requires that each Level-(L−1) gateway send at most one RPRT to the root, containing the smallest RPRT time sent by all affected nodes in its subtree. This means that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, N i = 1. Recall that with these values, the communication cost of Scheme 2 is minimized.
Let F be a uniform distribution function over the interval
Let B be the number of Level-(L − 1) gateways. Let random variable X i be the time a Level-(L − 1) gateway i receives a RPRT from its descendants, where i = 1, . . . , B. Let Y 1 , . . . , Y B be the sequence X 1 , . . . , X B sorted in ascending order. Thus, the times during which the root gateway receives the N RPRTs are Y 1 , . . . , Y N . Let m i be the total number of affected nodes in the subtree of gateway i. Since X i is the minimum of m i independent uniform random variables, we get:
where U is a uniform random variable on [0, 1]. Therefore,
The joint density of Y 1 , . . . , Y N is:
is the set of N -tuples of pairwise different indexes in the range 1, . . . , B. Therefore,
We now use the maximum likelihood method to find the values of m 1 , . . . , m N that maximize f Y1,... ,YN (y 1 , . . . , y N ) , where y 1 , . . . , y N are the times when the N RPRTs are received by the root. First, note that f Y1,... ,YN (y 1 , . . . , y N ) is a symmetric function of m 1 , . . . , m N . In other words, any permutation of m 1 , . . . , m N yields the same value of f . Therefore, the maximum of f is achieved for m 1 = . . . = m N . The intersection of f with the plane defined by m 1 = . . . = m N in the (N + 1)-dimensional space is a function
whose maximum coincides with the maximum of f . Thus, we should find the value of m that maximizes g(m). To this end, we now rewrite g(m) in the following way:
Since ln(·) is a monotonically increasing function, g(m) gets its maximum at the same m as ln g(m).
We now compute the derivative:
Equating (ln g(m)) 0 to 0 and solving for m yields m equal to
Since (ln g(m)) 00 = − N m 2 < 0 holds for every m, the above value is indeed a maximum, and the total number r of affected nodes estimated by the root is
C. The Error of Eq. 3
We will now find the relative error of Eq. 3. Let random variable R be the result of substituting Y i for y i in Eq. 3, and let random variable M be the result of the same substitution in Eq. 2. Thus, the estimation error is
where
Substituting x i = 1 − y i yields: 
. Therefore, the determinant of this matrix (the
We solve this integral by iterated integration with the following bounds.
If N = 2,
If N ≥ 3,
This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the IEEE Secon 2010 proceedings. We can show analytically that for every practical value of N (e.g., N ≤ 15):
Therefore,
Thus, the estimation error is
When B is large, In Figure 4 we present the results for implementing Scheme 2 with Eq. 3 in a 2-level network with B = 200 Level-1 gateways. Each Level-1 gateway has a random number m of affected nodes, where m is uniformly distributed in the range [1, 1000] . The graph shows two curves: the upper one shows the actual estimation error while the lower one shows the error found by our analysis (Eq. 4). The x-axis is the number N of RPRTs received by the root and the y-axis is the estimation error. We see an excellent agreement of the curves for N ≥ 3.
Since the error is always positive, we can significantly improve the precision of our estimation algorithm by multiplying the value found by Eq. 3 by N−1 N (as proposed in [21] for Algorithm 1). To summarize, the algorithm to be employed by the root in Scheme 2 is as follows:
Algorithm 2: . We implemented Scheme 2 with Algorithm 2 (i.e., Eq. 3 with error cancellation) and calculated the estimation error given by r estimated −r real rreal . Figure 5 depicts two curves. The top one is the estimation error before applying error cancellation (i.e., using Eq. 3), and the bottom one is the actual error of Algorithm 2 after multiplying Eq. 3 by N−1 N . As we can see, the error of Algorithm 2 is very close to 0 for N ≥ 5, whereas the curve of Eq. 3 tends to 0 only for much greater values of N . Figure 6 compares the estimation error for B = 100 and for B = 500 Level-1 gateways as a function of N . We see that for both cases, the error is within the 2-3% range, and that B has no effect on the error, as predicted by Eq. 4.
One of the most important properties of the proposed scheme is that it works very well even if the reporting nodes are not evenly distributed in the network. It is not difficult to see that with a non-uniform distribution it is impossible to estimate the number of affected nodes without having every gateway involved. Thus, our estimation scheme, which requires every gateway to send only two messages, it probably the most efficient scheme that can be designed. In Figure  7 we compare the estimation error for B = 200 Level-1 gateways and two different node distributions. The top curve ("Uniform") depicts the case when each gateway has a uniformly distributed random number of affected nodes in the range [1, 1000] , as in the previous graphs. The bottom curve ("Non uniform") depicts the case when each Level-1 gateway i has i · 20 affected nodes. The figure shows that in both cases the error is very small, i.e., less than 2%.
Finally, Figure 8 depicts the estimation error as a function of the number of gateway levels in the hierarchy, with 6,250,000 affected nodes. Each Level-1 gateway has 50 affected nodes. For the 2-level case we use 6,250,000/50=125,000 Level-1 gateways. For the 3-level case we use 125,000 Level-1 gateways and 6, 250, 000/(50) 2 = 2, 500 Level-2 gateways. For the 4-level case we use 125,000 Level-1 gateways, 2,500 Level-2 gateways and 50 Level-3 gateways. For all cases, each non-root Level-i gateway has 50 Level-(i + 1) gateways or affected nodes. The top curve shows the estimation error for N = 5 and the bottom for N = 10.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the figure. While N = 10 leads to a lower estimation error, the improvement is not dramatic, whereas the cost is twice the cost of N = 5. Second, while the error increases with the number of levels, it is reasonable (< 7%) for any practical number of levels. The error and the number of levels correlate because it is more likely that two or more RPRTs need to be forwarded by the same Level-(L − 1) gateway when the number of levels increases, which is not possible with Scheme 2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addresses the problems of feedback suppression in hierarchical sensor networks. We considered a hierarchical sensor network and adjusted a scheme defined in a previous work to be used by a root gateway in order to estimate the number of sensors experiencing a given event. To reduce the communication cost, we developed a new scheme and a new algorithm to be employed by the root gateway. We believe that no other scheme can perform the same task with a lower communication cost. We analyzed the new scheme mathematically, calculated its estimation error, and showed that the actual error is very close to the analytical result. Using this observation, we improved the estimation algorithm and substantially reduced its error.
